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Fifty advanced studies for timpani consisting of the maximum in rhythmical interest and dynamics.
Based on the rhythms of Portraits in Rhythm for snare drum, these etudes make excellent pieces
for exams or recitals.
This American classic has been corrected from the original manuscripts and indexed, featuring historic photographs and an extensive biographical afterword.
This book has become a classic in all musicians' libraries for rhythmic analysis and study. Designed
to teach syncopation within 4/4 time, the exercises also develop speed and accuracy in sight-reading with uncommon rhythmic ﬁgures. A must for all musicians, especially percussionists interested
in syncopation.
Fifty advanced studies for xylophone or marimba allowing for maximum rhythmical interest. These
solos are based on the rhythms of Portraits in Rhythm for snare drum.
“A literary experience unlike any I’ve had in recent memory . . . a blueprint for this moment and
the next, for where Black folks have been and where they might be going.”—The New York Times
Book Review (Editors’ Choice) What does it mean to be Black and alive right now? Kimberly Drew
and Jenna Wortham have brought together this collection of work—images, photos, essays,
memes, dialogues, recipes, tweets, poetry, and more—to tell the story of the radical, imaginative,
provocative, and gorgeous world that Black creators are bringing forth today. The book presents a
succession of startling and beautiful pieces that generate an entrancing rhythm: Readers will go
from conversations with activists and academics to memes and Instagram posts, from powerful essays to dazzling paintings and insightful infographics. In answering the question of what it means
to be Black and alive, Black Futures opens a prismatic vision of possibility for every reader.
Presents a tale of a precarious friendship between an illegal Nigerian refugee and a recent widow
from suburban London, a story told from the alternating and disparate perspectives of both women.
New York Times bestseller Rachel Ignotofsky's Women in Art comes to the youngest readers in
board format! Highlighting the creative contributions of female artists, this board book edition of
the original bestseller features simpler text and Rachel Ignotofsky's signature illustrations reimagined for younger readers, to give young creators the perfect role models to grow up with while
inspiring a love of art. The collection features diverse women creating a wide array of artistic mediums who paved the way for the next generation of artists. The perfect gift for fans of Rachel Ignotofsky's other board books and buyers of Dream Big, Little One and A Is for Awesome!
This method provides material for beginning students to progress according to their abilities and
continues to motivate and sustain interest with the highest quality music.
This unique book is a state-of-the-art resource for developing total control of the 40 Percussive Arts
Society rudiments with immediate results---and in a musical context. Each rudiment includes a collection of short exercises and solos, allowing the player to understand how each rudiment is put together and how it can be played in the most eﬃcient and controlled manner utilizing the particular
skills learned. The recordings include selected exercises with the rudiment solo and accompaniment for each, plus ten groove tracks for use with the exercises. For beginning to advanced players.
The book is adorable, highly entertaining and describes how a conductor interacts with the musicians to create a magniﬁcent performance, The composition called for a Percussionist to dip a vibrating Gong in and out of a tub of water to create a modulation of the Gong sound. The Stage
Crew, who had to drag the tub of water on and oﬀ the stage next to the Concert Master for every
rehearsal and performance were not very happy about this. There idea of “getting even” was to
place a goldﬁsh in the tub of water right before the performance. When the Percussionist went on
stage just before the performance was to begin and saw the goldﬁsh in the tub, he looked back at

the percussion section smiling as he pointed to the tub. We had no idea what he was smiling
about. Meanwhile the Stage Crew was having a good laugh as they watched from the wings of the
stage. After the performance, the Percussionist told us what happened and explained when the vibrating Gong was placed into the tub the goldﬁsh began to swim rapidly around the tub jumping
up and down. By the end of the performance, the goldﬁsh died. But don’t be alarmed, in our story
the goldﬁsh does not die.
This is an updated version of the famous Saul Goodman Modern Method for Tympani. Roland
Kohloﬀ was the Fundamentals Editor, and Gary Werdesheim was the Music Editor, under the direction of Anthony J. Cirone. Many pages were re-engraved and many photographs have been re-done. This edition will continue the legacy of Saul Goodman as teacher and mentor to generations
of percussion students, teachers, and performers.
(Meredith Music Percussion). A source book of original graduated reading studies for band/orchestra placement, grading, sight reading, regional/state auditions, teacher training classes and supplementary lesson material. Contains a wide variety of meters, keys, dynamics, tempi and rhythms.
An evaluation chart for each instrument is included. (a href="http://youtu.be/Y-9Dm3cPsmE" target="_blank")Click here for a YouTube video on Audition Etudes(/a)
The colorful charts, graphs, and maps presented at the 1900 Paris Exposition by famed sociologist
and black rights activist W. E. B. Du Bois oﬀered a view into the lives of black Americans, conveying a literal and ﬁgurative representation of "the color line." From advances in education to the lingering eﬀects of slavery, these prophetic infographics —beautiful in design and powerful in content—make visible a wide spectrum of black experience. W. E. B. Du Bois's Data Portraits collects the
complete set of graphics in full color for the ﬁrst time, making their insights and innovations available to a contemporary imagination. As Maria Popova wrote, these data portraits shaped how "Du
Bois himself thought about sociology, informing the ideas with which he set the world ablaze three
years later in The Souls of Black Folk."
"Rhythm and Resistance oﬀers practical lessons about how to teach poetry to build community, understand literature and history, talk back to injustice, and construct stronger literacy skils across
content areas and grade levels-- from elementary school to graduate school. Rhythm and Resistance reclaims poetry as a necessary part of a larger vision of what it means to teach for justice."
from cover.
The Portraits in Rhythm Study Guide contains a detailed analysis of the ﬁfty snare drum etudes
from Portraits in Rhythm. The observations and interpretations represent many years of performing and teaching. This comprehensive study guide gives you the author's insight on how to maximize the exercises, and it inspires skills which will carry over to other compositions and performances.
(Meredith Music Percussion). Thirty musically challenging solos for concert or adjudication. Advanced. (a href="http://youtu.be/RwoTLKoK7nY" target="_blank")Click here for a YouTube video on
Recital Solos for Snare Drum(/a)
This authoritative catalogue of the Corcoran Gallery of Art's renowned collection of pre-1945 American paintings will greatly enhance scholarly and public understanding of one of the ﬁnest and most
important collections of historic American art in the world. Composed of more than 600 objects dating from 1740 to 1945.
Expertly written by timpanist/percussionist Mitchell Peters (Los Angeles Philharmonic), Fundamental Method for Timpani teaches the basics of timpani playing in a practical and musical way with numerous sticking, tuning and ear training exercises, plus over 60 musical etudes in a variety of
styles. The book is organized into four chapters that may be used simultaneously: "General Information," "Basic Technique," "Etudes for Two Timpani" and "Etudes for Three and Four Timpani."
All 26 of the Standard American Drum Rudiments, their variations and a number of compound rudi-

ments are used here to establish the countless possibilities which present themselves within the
bounds of the drumming rudiments. The interesting library contains titles such as: * Stomping
Through the Bar Line * Gingersnap * Ruﬃng Up a Storm * No Left Flam 6/8
A collection of pieces from the Baroque music period arranged for marimba solo.
The "Goldenberg book" has been used by generations of orchestral mallet players to develop their
skills. As well as studies and etudes, this book includes excerpts of major orchestral repertoire for
keyboard percussion instruments. This edition, edited by Tony Cirone, includes phrasings that were
inherent in the music but not speciﬁcally written out. Stickings are also addressed: the original
stickings are in uppercase letters, and the added stickings are in lowercase. This book is the primary source for keyboard percussion players to learn technique and orchestral repertoire.
A non-rudimental approach to the teaching of snare drum. This is a companion book to The Orchestral Mallet Player and The Orchestral Timpanist.
Alfred's Drum Method, Books 1 and 2 are the ideal teaching tools to help prepare beginning players for all styles of snare drum and percussion performance. Book 1 contains 80 pages of sequential instruction covering rudimental studies, roll studies, contest solos, and bass drum and cymbal
technique. Book 1 also includes 23 solos suitable for recitals and contests. Book 2 is much more
than just a snare drum method! It continues the learning process by covering additional rudimental
studies, tonal properties of the snare drum, theme and variations, musical forms, solos and duets.
Book 2 also covers traditional rudimental style, corps style (by Jay Wanamaker), orchestral style,
accessory instruments, and multiple-percussion techniques. The DVD includes demonstrations of
all the rudiments and accessory instruments, plus solo performances by the authors. This title is
available in SmartMusic.
A step-by-step instructional method designed to guide and motivate beginning-level snare drummers. Includes 23 solos suitable for recitals and contests. Provides how-to knowledge regarding
drum care, drum tuning, plus stick and drum head selection.
(Meredith Music Percussion). Challenging, demanding, musical and fun! This collection of 19 snare
drum solos by world-renowned virtuoso John Pratt, author of the legendary 14 Modern Contest Solos , will set a new standard for rudimental snare drum soloing. Includes performance notes from
Pratt, plus a foreword by Robin Engelman.
Twelve etudes from the world-renowned book Portraits in Rhythm have been arranged and transcribed from the original snare drum etudes with a speciﬁc concept in mind for drumset. Each
etude includes performance notes and transcriptions. Those who are familiar with the Portraits series will ﬁnd these solos challenging yet rewarding, perfect for recitals, auditions, and juries.
One of the classic snare drum books in print today! This publication presents the reader with challenging and stimulating material for the intermediate and advanced percussion student. Contains
50 musical solos and brief performance notes.
Techniques and 46 original etudes for developing the art of keyboard percussion. A companion
book to The Orchestral Snare Drummer and The Orchestral Timpanist.
With a wealth of never-before-accessed materials--including unpublished letters and manuscripts;
court, police, and psychiatric records; and new interviews--Heather Clark brings to life the brilliant
daughter of Wellesley, Massachusetts who had poetic ambition from a very young age and was an
accomplished, published writer of poems and stories even before she became a star English student at Smith College in the early 1950s. Determined not to read Plath's work as if her every act,
from childhood on, was a harbinger of her tragic fate, Clark evokes a culture in transition, in the
shadow of the atom bomb and the Holocaust, as she explores Plath's world: her early relationships
and determination not to become a conventional woman and wife; her conﬂicted ties to her well-meaning, widowed mother; her troubles at the hands of an unenlightened mental-health industry;
her Cambridge years and thunderclap meeting with Ted Hughes, a marriage of true minds that
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would change the course of poetry in English; and much more. Clark's clear-eyed portraits of Hughes, his lover Assia Wevill, and other demonized players in the arena of Plath's suicide promotes a
deeper understanding of her ﬁnal days, with their outpouring of ﬁrst-rate poems. Along with illuminating readings of the poems themselves, Clark's meticulous, compassionate research brings us
closer than ever to the spirited woman and visionary artist who blazed a trail that still lights the
way for women poets the world over.
One of the standard texts in its ﬁeld. A modern course in percussion studies including all standard
and modern drum strokes, drum solo passages from world-famous concert and symphonic compositions and striking exercises for double drumming. Also includes an analysis of the timpani -- the instrument, tuning, correct method of playing, rhythm and beats. Excellent reading material.
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This textbook is aimed at newcomers to nonlinear dynamics and chaos, especially students taking
a ﬁrst course in the subject. The presentation stresses analytical methods, concrete examples, and
geometric intuition. The theory is developed systematically, starting with ﬁrst-order diﬀerential equations and their bifurcations, followed by phase plane analysis, limit cycles and their bifurcations,
and culminating with the Lorenz equations, chaos, iterated maps, period doubling, renormalization,
fractals, and strange attractors.
Bridging the ﬁelds of conservation, art history, and museum curating, this volume contains the principal papers from an international symposium titled "Historical Painting Techniques, Materials, and
Studio Practice" at the University of Leiden in Amsterdam, Netherlands, from June 26 to 29, 1995.
The symposium—designed for art historians, conservators, conservation scientists, and museum
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curators worldwide—was organized by the Department of Art History at the University of Leiden
and the Art History Department of the Central Research Laboratory for Objects of Art and Science
in Amsterdam. Twenty-ﬁve contributors representing museums and conservation institutions
throughout the world provide recent research on historical painting techniques, including wall painting and polychrome sculpture. Topics cover the latest art historical research and scientiﬁc analyses
of original techniques and materials, as well as historical sources, such as medieval treatises and
descriptions of painting techniques in historical literature. Chapters include the painting methods
of Rembrandt and Vermeer, Dutch 17th-century landscape painting, wall paintings in English
churches, Chinese paintings on paper and canvas, and Tibetan thangkas. Color plates and black-and-white photographs illustrate works from the Middle Ages to the 20th century.
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